
Equity and ETF alerts 

Get up to the minute notification if your stock 
reaches a pre-set threshold price, moves up or 
down by a chosen percentage, or hits a new 52 
week high or low. Receive alerts if the volume 
of your stock exceeds its ten day average by 
a selected percentage. Always be notified of 
corporate actions on your equities, like stock 
splits and dividend announcements.

You can set-up different alerts in the Alerts tab under Quotes and Research  
when logged on to Scotia OnLine. 

Alerts can help you stay informed of how your stocks or watchlists are performing or moving in the  
market place by sending you an email or mobile notification.

Market alerts 

Get market trend alerts notifying you on the day’s 
most active stocks, biggest gainers and losers, and 
other information from key indexes, including the 
TSX/S&P Composite and the NASDAQ. Market 
summary and economic reports sent to your email 
or mobile device inbox ensure you’re always on 
top of the latest economic trends.

Technical alerts 

Add custom or pre-set alerts that will notify you 
when events of significance occur such as:

• New market insights found by scanning the 
Technical Event® results across a market

• New Technical Events® for one or more 
securities

• A price crossing a significant threshold, such as 
a support/resistance line, or a trailing stop level.

Watchlist alerts 

Review the performance of your Watchlist stocks 
at the end of each day. Check the open, high, low, 
close, and volume of your stocks in one convenient 
email or text message.
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Maximizing alerts  
on Scotia OnLine®

 Learn more at scotiaitrade.com or call 1-888-769-3723.

Stay ahead of the market – set up alerts by logging onto ScotiaOnline today!


